INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE-2019
Srusti Academy of Management organized International conference-2019 titled” Business
Innovations-Sustainability and Entrepreneurship”, on 18th and 19th January. The seminar
was inaugurated by Dr. Soumendra Mohan Pattnaik, Vice-Chancellor, Utkal University. He
spoke on impact of new innovations on entrepreneurship. Guest of Honour Mr. Rajib Sekhar
Sahoo, Principal partner, SRB & Associates, BBSR elaborated how analytic innovation is
always helpful for entrepreneurship. Key note speaker Dr. Radhe Shyam Pradhan, former
Professor, Tribhuvan University, Nepal deliberated the impact of ecology and technology on
entrepreneurship. Chief Mentor Prof. Ranjan Kumar Bal , suggested that all the faculty
member should engage themselves in research as well as study.2nd international Conference
2019 on Innovation-Sustainability and Entrepreneurship book was released on this occasion.
Principal Prof. Susant Kumar Pradhan , request all the Guest on the dies and of the dies to
strong our research and innovation program. Prof. Bal gave memento as a token of love and
appreciation to all the Guests. Vice-Principal Prof. Umakant Dash proposed vote of thanks.
More than 15 Research Scholars, Associate Professors from different universities presented
their paper on this conference. There were 3 Technical sessions and it was chaired
Sulakshana sen from US, Dr. Anata Raj Ghimre from Nepal Azilah Kasim from Malaysia.
Students, research scholars and professors from different universities also taken part in this
seminar. In the valedictory ceremony Principal Prof. Susant Kumar Pradhan gave
introductory speech . Dr Sworup Chandra Sahoo,Former Professor,Utkal University spoke on
the difference between employee and employer. Dr Partha Sarkar,Director,BPUT,deliberated
speech on the risk factor taken by an entrepreneur. Chief mentor Dr Ranjan kumar Bal
elaborate how life is an entrepreneurial process of learning . Chief guest Dr Sworup Chandra
Sahoo former Prof. Utkal university gave away mementos as a token of love and certificates
to all the deligates. Dr. Gangadhar Mishra extended her vote of thanks towards all the
deligates and students. seminar ends with a photo session.
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